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Abstract—In this paper we analyze the properties of MIMO channels for personal area networks (PANs). Such channels differ from propagation channels in wide-area networks due to several reasons: (i) the environments in which the systems operate are different, (ii) the mobility models and ranges are different, (iii) the influence from human presence in the environment is different. In this paper, we present results from a measurement campaign for PAN channels between two handheld devices. The measurements are conducted over distances of 1-10 m using two handheld four-element antenna devices. For each distance, a number of channel realizations are obtained by moving the devices over a small area, and by rotating the persons holding the devices. We find that the correlation between the antenna elements is low. The small-scale statistics of the amplitude are well described by the Rayleigh distribution in many cases, but the effects of shadowing by the body of the operator can lead to different statistics.

In the current paper, we present the results of a recent measurement campaign that deals specifically with MIMO for PANs. The measurements are performed in a modern office building at 5.2 GHz, using two handheld devices, each with several antenna elements, as transmitter and receiver, respectively. Scenarios with either Tx and Rx stationary with stationary surroundings, Tx and Rx stationary with temporally varying surroundings (moving people), or movement of the devices, are measured. Furthermore, the impact of antenna arrangements and body shadowing is taken into account.

The remainder of the paper is organized the following way: Section II covers the measurement setup, measurement environment, and data post processing. Section III describes the results concerning pathloss, delay dispersion, correlation between antenna elements, and statistics of the small-scale fading. Finally, in Section IV, a summary and conclusions is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been an increase of interest in wireless systems with high data rates but small coverage area. Such systems, commonly known as "personal area networks" (PANs), are often defined as a network where transmitter and receiver are separated no more than 10 m, and are usually within the same room. Due to the high required data rates, innovative transmission schemes have been proposed: both ultra-wideband techniques [1], [2] and MIMO (multiple-input—multiple-output) systems seem suitable. Among other investigations, the European Union has commissioned the MAGNET project that investigates different approaches to realizing PANs.

MIMO systems, i.e., systems with multiple antenna elements at both link ends, promise high spectral efficiency and thus high data rates by allowing the transmission of multiple data streams without additional spectral resources [3], [4], [5]. For this reason, many theoretical as well as experimental investigations have been performed on different aspects of MIMO in the last 10 years [6]. It has been shown repeatedly that the wireless propagation channel has a key impact on both the information-theoretical limits and the performance of practical MIMO systems [7].

However, there are, to our knowledge, only very few measurements of MIMO channels in PANs. The papers [8] and [9] treat correlation properties and capacity issues for a base-station to hand-held terminal scenario, respectively, whereas [10] focuses on the integration of antennas into a handheld device.

An exception is, e.g., the recent paper [14] that analyzes the impact of humans on the transfer function in wireless LANs.
antenna arrays that cannot be used in hand-held or body-area devices. For these reasons, our paper concentrates on the characterization of the “effective” channels that include the impact of antennas and human bodies.

The measurements were done with the RUSK LUND channel sounder that performs MIMO measurements based on the ”switched array” principle [15]. The frequency band $5.2 \pm 0.1$ GHz was measured, divided into 321 frequency points. The RUSK sounder allows to adjust the length of the test signal and the corresponding guard interval between two consecutive measurements. For these measurements a value of $1.6 \mu s$ was used for both. This corresponds to a resolvable ”excess runlength” of multipath components of 480 m, which was more than enough to avoid overlap of consecutive impulse responses.

Two identical handheld devices were used as transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx), respectively. Each was made of a metal box with 4 integrated slot antenna elements. Two slots are in the front of the box, perpendicular to each other, one is on the top side, and one is in the right side of the box (see Fig. 1).

A. The Office Environment

The measurements were performed in an office environment of the E-building at LTH, Lund University, Sweden. The building is made of reinforced concrete with gypsum wallboards separating the different offices. Throughout the offices, several different Tx and Rx positions were selected for the static measurements in order to constitute realistic antenna positions in both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) situations. NLOS was created by placing the Tx next to a wall, then conducting measurements on the other side of that wall. Regarding LOS measurements, in this paper, we define LOS as any measurement where there is a direct optical path between the person holding the Tx and the person holding the Rx. Hence, LOS also includes cases where the person holding the antenna (henceforth called ”device holders”) is obstructing the path between the antennas. In total, 4 different Tx positions were selected for LOS measurements and 2 Tx positions were used for NLOS. For each Tx positions, a number of Rx positions were used (see Fig. 2).

Both Tx as well as Rx were held in the right hand of a standing person, and slightly tilted forward as when looking at the screen of a real PDA. At each Rx position, a number of measurements with different orientations of Tx as well as Rx (i.e., antenna plus device holder) were made. Three different rotations were used at either side, i.e., each device holder could face three different directions, 60°, 180° and 300°, with 0° being the direction where the device holder is facing the other device holder. With three possible directions at each side, a total of nine measurements were performed at every Rx position as illustrated in Fig. 3. These nine measurements are henceforth referred to as orientation 1 – 9. Additionally, during each measurement the Tx device was slowly moved over a small area (approximately 30 cm × 30 cm) allowing the channel sounder to sample 10 slightly different snapshots of the channel with small spatial offsets. These 10 snapshots were used in the small-scale fading analysis, where they, in conjunction with the 321 frequency sub-channels, constituted the statistical ensemble. Thus, we stress that small-scale averaging does not include averaging over the 9 different orientations.

For the dynamic measurements, the measurements were performed during a time period of 5.4 seconds, with a sample rate of 55 measurements per second. Measurements were performed both with with moving antennas as well as with a dynamic environment (static device holders but other persons–
moving around nearby). All dynamic measurements were performed just outside or in the office containing static Tx3 (see Fig. 2).

Three measurements were made with moving antennas. In the first, both device holders were walking slowly (0.75 m/s) towards each other in the corridor, in the second, the device holders were walking away from each other at the same speed and in the same corridor. In the third, the device holders were once again walking towards each other, but this time one device holder was walking in the corridor, while the other was walking inside the adjacent office.

The dynamic environment measurements were made inside this office, with Tx and Rx at each side of the room. The dynamic environment consisted of five people walking inside the room. Four different measurements were made. First, people were allowed to walk in the optical LOS path between the device holders. Two such measurements were made, one with the device holders facing each other and one where they were facing away from each other. Then, two measurements were made where the walking people were not allowed to step into the optical LOS path, and again one measurement was performed with the device holders facing each other, and one was performed with them facing away from each other.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Received Power

Fig. 4 shows a scatter plot of the received power (small-scale averaged over snapshots, frequency and all Tx and Rx elements) as a function of distance for the LOS scenario. We note that the distance dependent pathloss (an estimated pathloss exponent of 0.27) in the considered range, 1 – 10 m, has a minor influence compared to the large scale fading (note that the shadowing is created both by rotations and different measurement locations). For the NLOS scenario, the pathloss exponent is somewhat higher (estimated to 2.54), but still the influence of the shadowing is large compared to that of the distance in the considered range.

We distinguish between three different loss components for the signal power loss: the distance-dependent path loss, small scale fading to account for small distance variations of the considered antenna elements, and large scale fading due to orientation and large position shifts of the device. The complete pathloss modeling is presented in [16].

B. Small-Scale Fading

The amplitude statistics of the elements of the channel matrix $H$ is usually of interest for a wireless channel. Hence, each of the nine orientations of every Rx position, we investigate the small-scale statistics for each combination of Tx and Rx elements, i.e., every Rx position renders a total of 16 Tx-Rx combinations $\times$ 9 orientations = 144 statistical ensembles. Each statistical ensemble is, as previously mentioned (see Sec. II), made up by the 321 frequency subchannels in conjunction with the 10 spatial snapshots. Estimates of the 90% and 50% coherence bandwidths of the channels [17], 1.5 – 1.8 MHz and 15 – 18 MHz, respectively, ensures that we have enough independent samples in the frequency domain.

The statistics is analyzed by fitting a Rayleigh and a Ricean distribution, with K-factors estimated using the method by Greenstein et al. [18]. The results show that the distribution is best described by a Ricean distribution (with a high K-factor) in some cases, and a Rayleigh distribution (or a Ricean with a low K-factor) in others, also for situations that were assumed to be LOS. It is further noted that for a single measurement, the channel between a certain two antenna elements can be Rayleigh fading, while the channel between two other elements can be Ricean, as can be seen in Fig. 5 (which is from a 9 m LOS measurement; Tx3 to Rx14, device holders in orientation 1; see Fig 3). In the figure, all channels including Rx element r4 (the element facing the Tx device holder) are clearly Ricean (with K-factors of 2 to 10 dB), whereas channels using Rx element r1 (the element facing the Rx device holder) tend to be better described by a Rayleigh distribution. Since the antenna patterns of the slot antennas are fairly directive (and with the placement of the slot antenna elements in mind; see Fig. 1), a possible explanation for this is that the antenna gain in the direction of the optical LOS for some antenna elements is very poor. Hence, the signal strength of the optical LOS path becomes weak compared to the reflected paths.

It can also be seen from Fig. 5 that some cases are not well described by neither the Rayleigh nor the Ricean distribution (see e.g., the channel between t2 and r3). To analyze this effect, we redo the statistical analysis, this time treating each snapshot as an individual measurement, i.e., the statistical ensemble is constituted of only the 321 frequency subchannels. The results show that there is a clear difference in the statistics of different snapshots, where some are well described by a Ricean distribution, whereas others are better described a Rayleigh distribution. This would be obvious for cases where either of the device holders are facing away from the other, and the small motion of the Tx device could make the optical LOS path between the antennas alternate between obstructed in some snapshots, and obstructed by the body of
the device holder in others. However, this effect is also present in measurements were both human bodies are clearly out of the way (i.e., orientation 1, 2, 4 or 5). Fig. 6 shows cumulative distribution functions (cdf:s) of a 1 m LOS measurement (Tx3 to Rx9, orientation 1, Tx element t1 to Rx element r3) where snapshots 2, 3 and 8 appear Ricean distributed while the others look Rayleigh distributed. Again, an explanation for this could be the directivity of the antenna elements and the influence of the device holder’s arm. Since the arm in practice becomes a part of the antenna, the radiation pattern is likely to change slightly with the small-scale movement of the device. Hence, the antenna gain in the optical LOS will change with time.

For NLOS scenarios where the Rx is close to the Tx, the amplitude statistic does not differ much from the LOS measurements. This is probably due to the gypsum wallboards separating the offices creating little attenuation. For the larger distances, however, the Rayleigh distribution is more often the better description.

C. Antenna Correlation

A key characteristic of MIMO channels is the correlation between the entries of the channel matrix $H$. A full description of those correlations requires a correlation matrix of size $N_r N_t \times N_r N_t$, which is reasonable for the considered systems. For our measurements, we analyze the correlation for MIMO systems utilizing all elements, i.e., $4 \times 4$ systems. The mean of the magnitude of the (complex) correlation coefficient between different antennas is low, varying between 0.1 and 0.2, with a standard deviation around 0.1.\(^2\) These values are so low that zero-correlation is a sufficiently accurate model. Also, the low correlation implies that a MIMO system is definitely a viable possibility.

Table I shows the median (over all Rx positions, orientations and snapshots) mean (over frequency) received powers. As can be seen from the table, the channels are almost equally strong, with the exception of channels utilizing transmit element 2.

D. Coherence Time

To determine the coherence time of the channel we calculate the time correlation coefficients of the entries in the channel matrix for the dynamic measurements. The “aggregate walking speed” of 1.5 m/s (see Section II) corresponds to a maximum Doppler frequency of 13 Hz. In Fig. 7 we present correlation coefficients from the 7 different measurements described in Section II. It is noted that the impact of a dynamic environment is much smaller than in the case where the antennas themselves are moving, and that the correlation coefficients exhibit a floor at values of about 0.7. The coherence times are estimated to $T_{[\rho]=0.5} = 3.67$ ms and $T_{[\rho]=0.9} = 16$ ms for the case with moving antennas, while $T_{[\rho]=0.9} = 12.5$ ms for the case with a dynamic environment.

---

\(^2\) Due to space restrictions we cannot, however, present the full correlation matrix in the paper.
We have presented results of an extensive measurement campaign for MIMO wireless propagation channels at 5.2 GHz. The scenarios, antenna arrangements, and choice of locations correspond to a typical PAN using multiple antenna devices resembling PDAs. We draw the following conclusions:

- In the distance range considered for PANs, the impact of the distance dependence on the received power is minor, and shadowing effects dominate.
- The definition of LOS becomes ambiguous, as the obstruction of a direct propagation path between Tx and Rx can be due to the direction of the antenna, or the person holding the device.
- The amplitude statistics are well described by the Rayleigh distribution in many cases, whereas the Ricean distribution gives a better fit in others. This is valid for LOS as well as NLOS scenarios. A possible explanation for this lies in the directivity of the antenna patterns and the weak antenna gains sometimes associated with the optical LOS. For some measurements, the effect of body shadowing of the device holder creates amplitude statistics with a distribution given by neither the Rayleigh nor the Rice distribution.
- Since the correlations between the entries of the transfer function matrix are so low, with a mean generally less than 0.2, a zero-correlation model is sufficiently accurate for most applications.
- The coherence time of the channel (where 50% correlation is achieved) is on the order of 10 ms for the case of moving devices. For static devices with moving environment, the temporal correlation coefficient exhibits a floor of about 0.7.

We finally conclude that these results provide further insights into the propagation mechanisms of PAN channels, and can serve as a basis for PAN system design.
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